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ResultsIntroduction

Methods
Materials
3 speech corpora (LibriVox, TIMIT, The Clarity Speech Corpus)
2 music corpora (IRMAS, Garland Encyclopedia of World Music)
Spectro-Temporal Modulation
Sound (waveform, a) can be plotted as a spectrogram (b) to show how spectral patterns 
(frequency) change over time. 
A spectrogram (b) can then be decomposed and depicted in the modulation domain (c) as 
temporal (cycles per second) and spectral (cycles per octave) modulations. 
Modulation power peaks are extracted for each recording, and the distributions of the 
peaks of different groups are then estimated.

(Ding et al., 2017)

The acoustic differences between speech and 
music have not been fully quantified in a neuro-
physiologically supported way (e.g., spectro-
temporal modulation representations). 

(Flinker et al., 2019)
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Discussion
• Speech and music show distinct spectro-temporal modulation peaks. 
• Within speech or music, the spectro-temporal modulation peaks show 

high consistency across languages and cultures. 
• Consistent with the asymmetrical neurophysiological features of the 

auditory cortex (Albouy et al., 2020):
o Speech: finer temporal details (left auditory cortex)
o Music: finer spectral details (right auditory cortex)
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Music
Sampling criteria:
4s audio excerpts (without silent gaps > 1s)
Sample size:
• LibriVox: 20 min/language (speaker gender balanced)
• TIMIT: 636 recordings
• Clarity Speech: 555 recordings

• IRMAS: 533 recordings
• Garland: 304 recordings

Speech and music are frequent and typical 
signals for human audition. 

The human brain 
can distinguish them 
based on low- to 
mid-level acoustic 
properties (e.g., 
amplitude, 
frequency). 
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